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Product Intro 

Company Intro

Meeting spaces continue to be an integral part of any office or business 

and Formaspace Contract has designed options for desking, seating, 

and storage. The Conference Table allows for collaboration between 

team members that are both in office and virtual. The tech bar 

capabilities allow for presentations and the height is customizable to 

any specifications or can be adjustable as needed. The Credenza gives 

meeting spaces a sleek storage option that can contain supplies, 

materials and presentation tools. 

Formaspace Contract, established in 1981, is a U.S. manufacturer that 

specializes in all things custom. Our motto is “Custom is the New 

Standard” and our products reflect that. With options to co-create with 

our designers, clients and vendors alike can completely customize any 

of our pieces or create one of their own. The Formaspace Contract team 

wants to bring your idea to fruition and loves watching the designs 

come to life. 

Company Intro



Specs & Pricing

Company Overview 

Formaspace Contract continues to be on the forefront of the custom 

commercial furniture market with unique and innovative designs and 

co-creations for all types of office needs. At FSC, the team works to 

ensure that custom is the new standard and client specifications are 

executed flawlessly. To accommodate any design request, our agile 

manufacturing facility is in house and located in Austin, TX. As a U.S. 

based manufacturer, Formaspace Contract has the ability to design, 

fabricate and ship all products and resources domestically ensuring 

high-quality products and efficient production times. 

Product Overview

This area is a great display of our custom capabilities. The beautiful brass 

inlaid conference table could also be sold as a dining room table, or a 

statement piece in a restaurant setting. Our furniture can be designed 

for any environment and any quantity, one or one thousand, we can 

create the perfect piece for any space. 

The sculptural stool design is ¼” welded steel with a felt seat pad. We 

added a transfer ball detail for ease of movement. This design can be 

modified with a different powder coat color or modified seat cushion 

design. 

The credenza design is an industrial chic blend of steel sheets on sides 

and top, and book-matched wood laminate doors in a herringbone 

design, providing a unique balance of high style with an industrial edge. 

Designer Acknowledgement

Aaron Stoneburner
Claire Redsun

Contact Info

As displayed, the conference table price is around $15,000 list,

and the steel stools are $1,500 each.

The custom credenza ranges between $500 - $1,000 list per

     linear foot.
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